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A different modus operandi
Adam Leventhal brings it to a concise point where the new Sun Storage 7000 systems are really different from other
systems besides of this cool administration interface: Further, you can design the specific system you need with just the
right balance of write IOPS, read IOPS, throughput, capacity, power-use, and cost. Once you have a system, the Hybrid
Storage Pool lets you solve problems with targeted solutions. Need capacity? Add disk. Out of read IOPS? Toss in
another Readzilla or two. Write bogging down? Another Logzilla will net you another 10,000 write IOPS. In the old
model, of course, all problems were simple because the solution was always the same: buy more fast drives. The HSP
in the 7410 lets you address the specific problem you're having without paying for a solution to three other problems that
you don't have.At the end, one of the core differentiators are the hybrid storage pools. ZFS gives us with the HSP an
important advantage. Furthermore it makes difficult questions simple. For example mirroring write caches in RAID
controllers: Many of our competitors use special interconnects to mirror the cache from one controller to another. When
your write cache is a drive in a JBOD you don´t have to mirror the cache, you just import the drive to the surviving filer
node.
Many problems become simple, when you think about them from another perspective ... you just have to start to think.
This gives for Sun and the Opensolaris community an important lead: It may be easy to replicate the GUI, it may be
easy just to take commodity hardware, but it isn´t easy to copy dtrace and it isn´t easy to copy ZFS.
Posted by Joerg Moellenkamp in English, Oracle at 00:30
I think there is a great buzz in the sun blogs on this one, but, I went looking on the sun website to price up a 7410 and this flexibility
actually makes it really HARD for a customer to see what the hell you are meant to buy!
It's a confusing mish-mash of bits and bobs and add ons - of course, I may not be the sharpest tool in the box, but I do worry this may
lower sales.
Are the guys singing the cheques going to go for this? Oh and did I say cheap? It didn't look too cheap for a 7410.
regards,
jason.
Anonymous on Nov 13 2008, 09:46
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